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Qualitative picture of dynamical stage of the Qualitative picture of dynamical stage of the 
reaction leading to fragment production reaction leading to fragment production 

(e.g., UrQMD calculations)(e.g., UrQMD calculations)

Fragment formation is possible from Fragment formation is possible from 
both participants and spectator residuesboth participants and spectator residues



UrQMD DCM GiBUUPHSD
    ProductionProduction mechanisms mechanisms of  of nunuclear clear cluster cluster species including anti-species including anti-
matter, matter, hyperhyper--matter in matter in relativistic relativistic HI and hadronHI and hadron  collisions: collisions: 

- Production of all kind of particles (anti- , strange, charmed ones) in 
individual binary hadron collisions. Effects of nuclear medium can be 
included.  

- Secondary interactions and rescattering of new-born particles are 
taken into account. (Looks as partial ‘thermalization’.)

- Coalescence of all-possible baryons into composite (exotic, anti- , 
hyper- ) nuclear species. 

- Capture of produced baryons by big excited nuclear residues.

Statistical decay of excited nuclear species into new nuclei

- Multifragmentation into small nuclei (high excitations), 
- Evaporation and fission of large nuclei (low excitations), 
- (Fermi-) Break-up of small nuclei into lightest ones. 



Difference of fragment yields 
obtained in spectator region 
(very broad distribution) and in 
central collisions (exponential 
fall of yields with mass/charge):
Indication on different fragment 
production mechanisms. 

Also there is a fragment flow in 
central collisions (high kinetic 
energies per nucleon respective 
to c,m, of decaying system).

Fragment production in Au+Au collisions: Fragment production in Au+Au collisions: 
ALADIN (GSI) + Multics/Miniball (MSU) experiments ALADIN (GSI) + Multics/Miniball (MSU) experiments 

(G.J.Kunde et al., PRL 74, 38 (1995))(G.J.Kunde et al., PRL 74, 38 (1995))

Long tradition of fragment measurements in high energy reactions: 



Hyperon capture in the spectator potentialPhenomenological models:  

Coalescence of baryons

            momenta: 

│Pi – P00│≤Pc

        coordinates:

│Xi – X00│≤Xc

Capture in nuclear 
potential and coalescence 
are similar mechanisms

A mechanism for production of novel fragments: Capture of produced 
baryons by other nucleons and by spectator residues (nuclear matter)  

Au(20AGeV)+Au: UrQMD&DCM:  PRC84, 064904 (2011)



DCM versus experiment : 
 coalescence mechanism 

  Hybrid approach at LHC energies: 
UrQMD+hydrodynamics+coalescence

 It is not possible to 
produce big nuclei !

DCM, UrQMD, CB  -  Phys. Lett. B714, 85 (2012), Phys. Lett. B742, 7 (2015)

Production of light nuclei in central collisions :

 Phys. Rev. C96, 014913 (2017) 



Steinheimer, Botvina, Bleicher : UrQMD + CB  -  Phys. Rev. C95, 014911 (2017) 

Charmed nuclei production at FAIR energies : coalescence ? 
(try to find: no observation of such nuclei until now)





S.Albergo et al., 
E896:
PRL88(2002)062301

Au(11AGeV/c)+Au

Calculation: DCM 
PRC84(2011)064904

Wide rapidity distribution of 
produced Λ! 

Peripheral collisions. All transport modes predict similar picture: 
Hyperons can be produced can be produced at all rapidities, in 
participant and spectator kinematic regions. 



normal- and hyper-fragments; hyper-residues @ target/projectile rapidities

A.Botvina, J.Steinheimer, E.Bratkovskaya, M.Bleicher, J.Pochodzalla, PLB742(2015)7



Because of secondary interactions the maximun of the fragments 
production is shifted from the midrapidity. Secondary products have 
relatively low kinetic energies, therefore, they can produce clusters 
and hypernuclei with higher probability. 

for LHC @ 2.76 A TeV



Important features of the fragment formation by the baryon capture in nuclear Important features of the fragment formation by the baryon capture in nuclear 

potential and the coalescence:potential and the coalescence: 

Produced fragments are excited, since the capture in ground states has a low 
probability (suppressed by the phase space). From experiments: there are excited 
states.

Therefore, the secondary de-excitation is necessary. 

Moreover, if we use the statistical approach to describe this de-excitation, a statistical 
model must be consistent with the initial dynamical description: For example, if we 
take isospin-depended nuclear potential the de-excitation model must include the 
isospin dependence in the calculation of the fragment decay (particle emission).

The connection of dynamical and statistical description is a big problem: Sometimes, 
we may assume that the produced fragments are cold. Simply we select the capture 
parameters (e.g., coalescence ones) in order to fit measured experimental data.

We must remember that in such a way we can describe only the kinematic 
characteristics of fragments (e.g., kinetic energies, rapidity distributions), and, roughly, 
the dependence of their yield vs. mass number. But not their chemical composition.



Novel: coalescent fragments can be excited & undergo de-excitation 



Comparison with experimental data (FOPI/GSI 2010) on light fragment 
production in central HI collisions. Calculations: Dubna cascade model 
+ coalescence of baryons + statistical multifragmentation model (with  
evaporartion and Fermi-break-up). Preliminary.



Comparison with FOPI 
experimental data  on 

3He and 4He 
production in central 

HI collisions. Preliminary.

Yields of these isotopes are 
modified essentially after the 
de-excitation processes. The 

main reason is the binding 
energy of the fragments 

inside the freeze-out volume.

Relative behavior of yields of 
3He and 4He with energy is 
important confirmation of the 
 coalescence and statistical  

mechanisms





Low/intermediate energies: hadron/lepton collisions with 
nuclei,  the same mechanisms in peripheral relativistic ion 
collisions

Dinamical stage with particle  
emission and production of 
excited nuclear residues

Preequlibrium emission 
       + equilibration 

evaporation fission multifragmentation

Compound-nucleus decay channels 
(sequential evaporation or fission) 
dominate at low excitation energy 
of thermal sources E*<2-3 MeV/nucl

At high excitation energy 
E*>3-4 MeV/nucl there is a 
simultaneous break-up into 
many fragments 

N.Bohr (1936)

N.Bohr, J.Wheeler (1939)
V.Weisskopf (1937)

starting 1980-th :

Statistical approach 





Excitation energies of the nuclear spectator residuals 

DCM : PRC95, 014902 (2017)

Masses of projectile residuals produced at 
dynamical stage (6b: H=0, 0.2b: H>0)

PRC84, 064904 (2011)



EOS collaboration: fragmentation of relativistic projectiles



ALADIN data

multifragmentation of
relativistic projectiles

GSI

      A.S.Botvina et al.,
Nucl.Phys. A584(1995)737

         H.Xi et al., 
Z.Phys. A359(1997)397

comparison with
SMM (statistical 

multifragmentation
model)

Statistical equilibrium
has been reached in 

these reactions

Au(600MeV/n)+CuAu(600MeV/n)+C,Al,Cu



Statistical (chemical) equilibrium  
is established at break-up of hot 
projectile residues ! In the case of 
strangeness admixture we expect 
it too ! 

R.Ogul et al. PRC 83, 024608 (2011)    ALADIN@GSI

124,107-Sn, 124-La (600 A MeV) + Sn →  projectile (multi-)fragmentation
Very good description is obtained within Statistical Multifragmentation Model, including fragment 
                                 charge  yields, isotope yileds, various fragment correlations. 



Dynamical+Statistical description of 
normal multifragmentation

Correlation characteristics are very important for verification of models !



multifragmentation in intermediate and high energy nuclear reactions

  + nuclear matter with strangeness 

Λ hyperons captured

production of hypermatter

hyperfragments

 A.S.Botvina and J.Pochodzalla, Phys. Rev.C76 (2007) 024909

Generalization of the statistical de-excitation model for nuclei with Lambda hyperons

In these reactions we expect analogy with 



Production of excited hyper-residues in peripheral collisions,   
decaying into hypernuclei (target/projectile rapidity region). 

DCM and UrQMD + CB predictions: Phys. Rev. C95, 014902 (2017)



A.S.Botvina, K.K.Gudima, J.Pochodzalla,  PRC 88, 054605, 2013

Production of light hypernuclei in relativistic ion collisions

One can use exotic neutron-rich and neutron-poor projectiles, which are not possible to 
use as targets in traditional hyper-nuclear experiments, because of their short lifetime. 
Comparing yields of hypernuclei from various sources we can get info about their binding 
energies and properties of hyper-matter. 





Abundant hyper-isotope production in multifragmentation (SMM)

Important features of 
these reactions: wide 
fragment/isotope 
   distributions

Statistical regularities 
of fragment production 
 can be employed to 
learn about fragments!

Yields of fragments: 



Statistical reaction models 
can be used not only for 
the production prediction: 

Experimental yields of 
isotopes can be used for 
extracting properties of 
exotic cluster, e.g., the 
hyperon binding energies 

  Double ratio method : 

difference of hyperon 
energies in hyper-nuclei:
Phys.Rev.C98(2018)064603

vs



ConclusionsConclusions
Collisions of relativistic ions are promising  reactions to search for  
nuclear clusters, exotic clusters with very different isospin, 
including hypernuclei. These processes can be simulated within 
dynamical and statistical models. 

Mechanisms of formation of hypernuclei in reactions: Strange baryons (Λ, Σ, 
Ξ, …) produced in particle collisions can be  transported to the spectator 
residues and captured in nuclear matter. Another mechanism is the 
coalescence of baryons leading mostly to light clusters will be effective at all 
rapidities. The produced clusters are presumably excited and after their 
decay novel  hypernuclei of all sizes (and isospin), including short-lived  
weakly-bound states, multi-strange nuclei can be produced. 

Advantages  over other reactions: there is no limit on sizes and isotope content  
of produced exotic nuclei; probability of their formation may be  high; a large 
strangeness can be deposited in nuclei. 
Properties of hypernuclei (hyperon binding) can be addressed in novel way! 
Correlations (unbound states) and lifetimes can be naturally studied. 
EOS and the symmetry energy of hypermatter at subnuclear density and 
hyperon interactions in exotic nuclear matter can be investigated. 





Connection between coalescence and statistical models 
(Eur. Phys. J A17, 559 (2003)): 

Coalescence mechanism: 

Assume initial Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, then 

On the other hand, from thermal models one can obtain:

We get connection between coalescence parameter and fragment binding energy 



FOPI data: fragment production in central HI collisionsFOPI data: fragment production in central HI collisions

Both coalescence and statistical descriptions are possibleBoth coalescence and statistical descriptions are possible  -  -  
EPJ A EPJ A 1717, 559 (2003). However, the statistical model requires , 559 (2003). However, the statistical model requires 
flow  and decreasing the source size with energy. flow  and decreasing the source size with energy. 



Multifragmentation !







Evaporation & Fission 
   of hypernuclei

(depending on mass and 
      excitation energy)
   
   A.S.Botvina et al., 
     Phys. Rev. C94 
     (2016) 054615

These processes recall 
normal fission and 
evaporation. However, 
producing exotic hyper-
fragments is possible 
(e.g. neutron rich ones) 
to investigate hyperon 
interactions in astro-
physical conditions. 



De-excitation of hot light hypernuclear systems

Generalization of the Fermi-break-up model: new decay channels with hypernuclei 
were included ; masses and spins of hypernuclei and their excited states were taken 
from available experimental data and theoretical calculations

A.Sanchez-Lorente, A.S.Botvina, J.Pochodzalla, Phys. Lett. B697 (2011)222
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